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MEDIEVAL ARTISANS:  AN  URBAN CLASS  IN  LATE MEDIEVAL
ENGLAND.  Heather Swanson.  1989. Basil  Blackwell, Oxford. £29.50.

This  is a  most  welcome contribution to the understanding of urban society during
the later Middle Ages. The artisan, the nominally independent craft worker with
a workshop of his or her (for Dr Swanson is very much concerned to show  that
wives  and widows were an integral and  essential  part of the workshop) own, has
not received much attention. Nor has  much  detailed analysis been done of the
structure of urban crafts and their regulation by gild and civic authorities.
Historians of English urban society have  hitherto  been more attracted by
merchants, whose twin involvement in town government and overseas trade has
made  them  comparatively well documented. Dr Swanson’s  study, in marked
contrast, demonstrates the often greater importance of local and regional trade
to the urban economy and argues  that  the leading role of the merchant ‘class’ in
urban government was only sustained through the creation of an essentially
client gild structure. The first part of the book, however, is concerned with an
analysis of the range of artisan crafts.

Some  850 wills, which Dr Swanson describes as a ‘small’ sample, gild
ordinances, and the register of freeman form her main sources. The bulk of the
material is drawn from York, though  she  makes  frequent reference to printed
material for a number of other larger  towns.  It is unfortunate  that  she is not able
to discuss the value of these sources or her methodology at greater  length  since so
much rests upon them. The franchise data is, as Dr Swanson acknowledges,
particularly hazardous and secular trends in admissions may reflect patterns of
mortality, change in industrial organisation, change in civic policy, or change in
craft terminology at least as much as simple change in the strength of  a  particular
craft. This reservation aside, Dr Swanson offers a thorough and detailed account
of  a  range of craft and trade activities over time, several related activities being
arranged  together  to form  a  separate chapter. Thus there are chapters on such
topics  as the leather industry and the metal industry as  well  as the more well-
known textile industry. The reader is guided through a variety of industrial
processes and craft designations. We  learn, for example, that cordwainers often
made waterproof  bags  and bottles, that some  chandlers also worked as barbers  ,
and  that  making mail armour and sewing padded jackets was often  women’s
work. The analysis is  both  thorough and informative.

The second part of the work is the more controversial. Three chapters
explore the relationship between  artisans and  town  government, industrial
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investment, and wealth and  status 'rcspectively. It is here  that  Dr  Swanson’s  main
thesis, namely that  artisans constitute  a  distinct class as a consequence of their
exploitation by the merchant class, 1s developed. She argues that status was not
determined _solely by wealth, but by the political standing of individual crafts  vis-
a-vis the civic authorities dominated by merchants and mercantile interests.  Thus
the butchers and tanners were_ consistently denied access to  town  office despite
and because of their economic clout, whereas comparatively small  crafts, for
example the vestmentmakers  m  York 1n 1517, were co- -opted onto the common
council because they pose_d little threat to the status quo. Indeed Dr Swanson
argues that the whole gild regulation of crafts was an invention of civic
government designed to suppress the political ambitions of non-merchants and
to ensure  that  economic mastery remained firmly m  mercantile  hands. This  18 a
challenging interpretation that Dr Swanson has  also  rec_ently developed in the
pages of  Past  and  Present.  Certainly Dr  Swanson’ sthesis' IS open to challenge.  A
few observations may be ventured here. Gild ordinances and gild disciplines were
as much in the interests of gild masters, the artisans who were themselves
employers of labour, as of town councils, but, as Dr Swanson observes, the gilds
needed civic support to help enforce gild discipline effectively. There was  thus  a
community rather than a conflict of  Interest.  The action of the York  sheathers  1n
registering their ordinances m the early fifteenth century Dr Swanson cites as a
‘bid for independence’, but elsewhere argues  that  other small gilds were  a  product
of the  council’s‘ minute regulation of industry. The dividing line between artisan
and 'merchant seems much more blurred than  this  analysis would allow. A
number of substantial artisans acted as  small  entrepreneurs and engaged in trade.
Some  even came to sit alongside merchants in the council chamber. Dr Swanson
has opened up a stimulating area of debate. It is  also  to be hoped that  those who
wish to understand more about urban sociéty m the fourteenth and fifteenth
gentilries will not be put Off by the price and will  read  her equally stimulating
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THEMIDDLE AGES. ACONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA.  H. R. Loyn, general
editor.  1989.  Thames&Hudson, London, £24.

The task of presenting the European Middle  Ages  (with some concern for Asia
and the Islamic World)' 1n  less  than  1000  separate_ entries is an- unenviable  and
daunting one. The  latest  fascicule which this reviewer has received from the
gigantic  Lexikon  des  M  ittelalters,  which is already the  most  comprehensive such
work ever  published, deals with no fewer than 77 Heinrichs without exhausting
the list. Here Kings Henry II and Henry V  of England merit separate entries,
along with  Emperor Henry. III, Henry the Lion, Henry the Navigator, Henry of
Langenstein and Henry of Susa. Or, to restrict remarks in an insular fashion,
whilst Edward the Confessor, Edward I, Edward III and Richard I also make the
grade, Edward II only creeps in under the cloak of his father and Richard II  only
appears as the illustration of  ‘Gothic’ (the  Wilton  Diptych where he is unnamed).
Whilst of concern to readers of The  Ricardian,  the adjacent entries on the Wars of
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the Roses and Warwick, Earl of (Richard Neville) provide the basic details on the
reigns of Henry VI, Edward IV and Richard III, though  it is perverse in the
former to call the battle in which Richard, Duke of York, fell Sandal.

However within the inevitable restraints which such an enterprise imposes,
Professor Loyn and his distinguished team  have  provided a readable and
generally authoritative  text, nicely furnished with 250 illustrations, not to
mention maps or genealogical  tables  of major dynasties. An  example  of its  even-
handed  treatment is the fact  that  the entries on England, Scotland and Wales are
of comparable len th, all three offering multum  in  parvo.  A  particular feature is
provision of relatlvely extensive thematic coverage of subjects as diverse as
Agriculture, Burial  Customs, Calendars, Climate, Coinage; Law and so on. All
those  interested in the Middle Ages can broWse with benefit and enjoyment,
whilst  those  wishing to follow up a particular topic in more detail will welcome
the brief bibliographical details appended to  most  entries.  - . ,  .

MICHAEL JONES

TABLE MANNERS  FOR  CHEfiREN: JOHN LYDGATE’S STANS PUER
AD  MENSAM.  Edited Nicholas Orme. 1989. Perdix Press, 21 The  Close,
Salisbury, £18. . .

This charming edition of  Caxton’s  1476 edition  of John Lydgate’s courtesy book
sets  a modern verse translation by Nicholas Orme against a facsimile
reproduction of the black  letter  text.  The Lydgate was accompanied by shorter
works of a similarly improving nature, also  printed here, including a verse
commentary on the  Salve  Regina  and six proverbs emphasising the virtues of
prudence and thrift. Together the  texts' constitute  a  moral guide for young people
setting out in the world, and are evidence of  that  growing late-medieval interest in
education which Professor Orme has  explored  extensively elsewhere.

The fifteenth century was also  a  period of considerable social mobility, and
the  courtesy books, with  their emphasis on  acquiring the behaviour expected of a
gentleman, seem at  first  sight to be, as  Lotte  Hellinga suggests in her Forward,
one .sign of  ‘the  dawn of egalitarianism’. Their moral, however, is less
straightforward than this. The courtesy books  do indeed admit  that  civility can
be learnt, but their exhaustive enumeration of nasty habits to be avoided is tacitly
elitist in its assumption  that  aspirants to -_social advancement needed remedial
teaching to bring them up to the required standard. In the books which  Caxton
directed at the future Edward  V  the educational dimension is far more
sophisticated: no injunctions against picking the princely nose‘there.

Of course, etiquette books  would  have  no sale if their readers did not accept
that  polite society had  a  different standard of behaviour — and that the
difference mattered. They,also  assume  a  readership with  social aspirations but
without  easy access to role models.  Caxton’s  choice of  Stans puer  as one of his
earliest publications is evidence  that  there was money to be made but of the
fifteenth-century urge for self-improvement. .. .  . .

. ' _  . ' ROSEMARY  HORROX
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THE  GOVERNANCE  OF  LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLAND, 1272-1461.  A. L.
Brown. 1989. Edward Arnold, London, £10. 95.

This  book  1s like  Hamlet  without the prince. Richard III IS in the  text, but not the
index. Professor Brown describes  the- evolution  of Richard’s .system of
govemmen}, .but  stops  in  1461, ‘because  1485 or  1529  carry with them too many
preconceptions. He thus  omits  his  best  evidence, notably from  British Library
Harleian Manuscript  433, and leaves Richard  III’s  government in a pre-Tudor
limbo. Yet English government even before  1461  is of value to Ricardians.
Professor Brown writes clearly and concisely, summarising briefly the long and
often turgid  tomes of  S  B. Chrimes, T. F.  Tout, H. G. Richardson, G. O.  Sayles,
J. S. Roskell, and H. M. Jewell. He, too, is often dull, partly because he is not
afraid to itemise or to pack information in, but mostly because he writes of
institiltions, not constitutional developments, not events, least of all about
peop c.

This  is an old-fashioned administrative history that is commonly neglected
nowadays, but which we ignore at our peril. We need to know the  system  before
we  assess the use  that  Richard III and others made of it.  Seven  chapters treat
Kingship, the King’s  Council, the Westminster Offices, Royal  Finance and
Taxation, Royal Armies, The Legal  System, and the Local Communities; a
further three cover parliament. .Brown admits to too much on parliament, but
gives us our  best account of Its  early history.  These  parliamentary chapters will be
the  most  used, but we should not overlook other goodies buried elsewhere, such
as the political theory under  Kingship. -

-Brown demonstrates how much government developed in  «1272-1461.
Already ‘remarkably extensive and sophisticated’ in  1272, it became so much
‘more  institutional and professional’ that it ‘can now be described justly as
bureaucratic and professional government and increaSingly government by
officials under the  king’, who issued on their own authority many of the  30-'
40, 000 letters issued each year. Chancellors, treasurers,- and keepers of the privy
seal‘ were the peers of the  Wolseys, the Cromwells, the Walsinghams, and the
famous officials of the Tudors.  .[They] exercised under the king great power
and influence; they‘ "’madc policy as well as executed it’ .It was now  that
London became our capital' and Westminster the  seat  of government. The
emergence of parliament‘ was one of the greatest and probably the greatest
governmental achievement of  this  period’, the‘ new royal legal  system  matured
and developed considerably’, and  local  government was entrusted to local
notables as JPs. Yet the king was always the linchpin. He r_eally ruled, making key
decisions and undertaking much routine administration, imposing his will on the
great and generally making the  system work. He depended on the consent of the
great, who managed the localities where ‘-royal  authority impinged very little’,
advised him m Great Councils which met more frequently than parliament, and
pressurised him' 1n times of crisis: It is worth reminding ourselves  that  kings
‘could  rely on the fundamental  loyalty of their subjects and their willingness'to
obey his personal orders in  most circumstances’. At deposition time, however, it
was the Lords who decided, whilst the Commons, though  themselves men of
standing, stood  by. Amongst the  Commons‘ it was the gent_ry alone, not the
townsmen, who counted, and in  1430  a property qualification replaced free
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elections.  Perhaps, as Brown  suggests, ‘it is difficult to believe that  those  excluded
in  1430  had ever had a meaningful voice in elections’, but in practice, as Drs
Richmond and  Virgoe  have shown and Richard III himself realised, the
commons were ‘in politics’ in the fifteenth century.

There 15 thus a significant gap between systems and reality that Professor
Brown does not seek to bridge. There are no people. No heroes or great
reformers. Changes occur, always gradually, but  they are wanted, initiated, and
implemented by no- -one. Things  happened' 1n  kings’ reigns, not because kings did
them; If mlnlsters made  policy, we are not told what  they were; and little attention
is given to local government and politics, the mainstream of modern scholarship.
No longer  a  researcher, Professor Brown 15 now  a  synthesiser. He does not always
substantiate his  case  or draw on all recent work. His praise for Dr Powell’s
treatment of law enforcement and arbitration  must  be  taken  with  the work of
Professors Bellamy and Ives on the former and many others on the latter. He can
be criticised for insufficient use of continental and later_ parallels. In short, he
could have rea_d more.  That  he did not is hardly surprising, given his Immense
coverage, nor is it really desirable for the short, clear, readable and  above  all
cheap book needed to transmit our knowledge of medieval government to future
generatipns. We will all use sections of this well organised book. To make the
most  of It, we will all need to read it once. We will then understand bett_er the rule
of Richard III. . - .  _ r  . _

. ! -.  -  . -' _ 'MICHAEL HICKS1

THE VOICE; OF THE  MIDDLE AGES  IN  PERSONAL LETTERS 1100-1500.
Edited Catherine Moriarty.  1989.  Lennard Publishing, Oxford, £15.95.

It was  a  nice idea to make a selection of medieval  letters, in English, available to
non-specialist readers. Alas, Miss Moriarty did not  have  the necéssary historical
or linguistic skills to  cope successfully with the project. Although she intended the
book  ‘to encourage a more illuminating approach to the medieval period’ than
that  furnished by the usual kind of political or social history, it seems more likely
to put people off the whole period.  This  is largely because so many of the chosen
documents, few of which are genuinely ‘personal’_ letters, are formal, long, and
made still duller  than  they need  be by plodding literal translation. _We are not told
who was responsible for_ such passages as.

‘After all, if the ability to proceed' 1n the matter as we wish, should be denied,
yet  still, my lord will always preserve an ardent disposition towards it, according
to the royal pleasure; and it will be right for you to make such provision_s as will
afford  a  facility to both  parties  . .  ’-(punctuation  sic).  And what does it mean,
later yin the  same  letter, when we’re told that the cold weather _has prevented  a
painter’s  colours ‘from working’?  '

.  Sometimes, certainly, translations are due to some previous, unidentified,
editor  This must  be so  when  we’ re told  that  the original letter was ‘Probabl_y [in]
Italian’ or ‘Probably Norman-French’. But Miss Moriarty has no consistent
policy over translation. The well- known Paston letters that are quoted are given
in modernized spelling but their qriginal language, so that we get ‘Please It you to
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weet  that  at the making of this bill, my Brother, and I, and all our Fellowship,
wife in good hele, blessed be  God’.  On the other  hand, letters from the Stonor
and  Cely collections were apparently found unintelligible in their own form and
Miss Moriarty rewrites them, so  that  Thomas  Betson starts  ‘My own deeply
beloved cousin Katherine, I  seek  your favour from my bottom-most heart’ and
says ‘Please say hello  to my horse’. There can be little objection to translating into
modern English, provided  it’s  done consistently, and  that  it  doesn’t  alter the
sense.  Miss Moriarty’s scant familiarity with fifteenth-century English is revealed
all too plainly when she tentatively turns  a request for ten mink-skins  into  one for
ten lap- dogs, and remarks in a footnote  that  she could not find anything
cogresponding to  ‘mynkys’ in the OED  —  did Richard Cely perhaps mean to
write  ‘mynksys’?  Since  I  presume that ”mynksys could only mean ‘minxes’, the
suppositions become ever more bizarre!

Some of the introductory background notes are  also  odd. Henry VII orders
the ailthorities at Grimsby to watch the port because he fears  that  the King of the
Romans may be assassinated on  a  forthcoming visit to England. In fact,
Maximilian 1s reported to be  going to Mcchlin (Malines), and Henry wants to
prevent English rebels Joining him. An earlier Henry, Henry' III, is given as a
‘personal  letter’ his order to set up a council as agreed urider ‘The Provisions 'of
Oxford’.  Why this  comes in a chapter  devoted  to war is not explained.

Some of the letters 1n the collection aré said to be here published for the first
time. Which  these  are, and where the originals may be found, are nowhere
revealed. It’s  a  shame, but I’m afraid this is the kind of work  that  helps  give  the
word  ‘amateur’ a  pejorative flavour.

ALISON  HANHAM

RICHARD III:  AN  ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.  Compiled by James A.  '
Moore.  1986  Garland Publishing Inc.,' New York.  -

This volume in: the Garland Shakespeare bibliography series covers the
scholarship on the play between  1940  and  1981  and significant pieces before and
after then. Members of the Society will  take  pleasure 1n selections from the
Ricardian  cited within, and the volume serves as evidence of the world-wide
interest in the dramatic Richard  III, if not the historic Richard.

The  book  IS divided into  eight  sections to cover all  aspects of the plays, from
‘Criticism’ to  ‘Stagc  History’, plus a large final section covering film and
television versions of the play, along with  phonograph recordings and published
music about the  drama.  In  2111,1914 pieces are annotated to varying degrees of
giepth  (some pieces were not actually seen by the author),  with  helpful references-
in the  annotations  to other items in the bibliography. The published  volume  1s  a

'further development of Dr  Moore’s  dissertation.
While each section  has many items of  interest, history-minded_ Ricardians

will find the  ‘Sources  and  Historical  Background’ section, containing many
discussions of the real Richard particularly valuable. Included are  articles  from
the  Ricardian  discussing Marlowe as the author of the play, Bishop Morton’s
strawberries and the déath of the Duke of Clarence. There are also articles about
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the  Society and its work.  Several  articles  present  contrasting views 6f St. Thomas '
More’s work as morality play, history or  a  work abandoned by More when he
discovered that the  ‘tales  of Richard were patently absurd’.There are medical
articles about Richard’s physical features, studies of Elizabethan cursing and
Machiavellism, several discussions of the Princes in the Tower and several
articles  about ‘Jane’ Shore. Some authors point out  that  the Tudor  View  of
Richard is inaccurate. ' ’ "

-  The other sections in the bibliography present a similar variety of articles
pertaining to the ever-popular play.  Views  of the dramatic Richard range from
G. B. Shaw’s View of Richard as ‘Prince of Punches’ to Freudian  views  of  '
Richard’s  sexual  drive to an American production in the  1980’s  showing Richard
as Napoleon and perhaps a  Soviet  dictator. There is a wide selection of novels
pertaining to Richard and various adaptations of the play, including an opera
and  Richard  III  Part  Two, an Orwellian drama. There are citations in several
languages; including Russian, Japanese and German language materials.

The omission of several items from the bibliography and several
typographical errors  doesn’t  detract from the overall  quality of the volume.
Ricardians might regret that works by Peter Hammond and Jeremy Potter are
not included, but should be glad that so much scholarly material on  Richard III'
and Richard III is available in one volume. - ,  . . . ‘

.. . . . .  - .  -  LAWRENCE L. IRWIN

ENGLISH FIF’I‘EENTH CENTURY COMMONPLACE BOOK  (Facsimile of
the original manuscript). Edited by J. Stevens-Cox. No date. Toucan Press, Rue
des  Moms, Delancey Park, St. Sampson, Guernsey, £6. '  *  -'

This little notebook  shows  that  people  were  'not  only interested in calculating
when the sun would rise or set and Easter fell, but  also  in knowing which were the
evil days of the month and when one should be bled or fast. Recipes and charms
range from  a  harmless one for a polish for copper and gold, to one that will make
someone’s  teeth  fall out. There are many tables  of weights and measures and, for
instance, the  custom  _rates on cloth for natives and aliens; once these were useful,
now they are only interesting. Miscellaneous information includes the names of
the  founknights  who guarded  Christ’s tomb!  Many items have  a  religious  use.

The purpose of this home-made  xerox  edition-(26 folios plus cover and
4  by 6  inches in size) is not clear. One assumes the manuscript is in the editor’s
possession. Its script and abbreviated Latin are not easy to read (there is little
English), probably the  xerox  is even less clear than the original, and it can only
interest a reader  with  some  palaeographical training. Its main claim to-
importance is  that  it appears to  come  from the nunnery of Stratford at  Bowe‘oi'
very near it, and  that  such ephemeral manuscripts rarely survive from the middle
ages — it is the  notebook  of  a  very ordinary person. The editor has made no
attempt to describe it or place it in any context, not even that of Stratford at
Bowe, although what appears to be the original auction-catalogue entry is
reproduced at the front. It will interest the cufious as it stands — it would
probably repay proper study. ' ‘  ' ' * '  _

- LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS
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RICHARD  III.  A READER  IN  HISTORY.  Keith Dockray. 1988. Alan  Sutton
Publishing, Gloucester, £5.95 (paperback).

Keith Dockray has written  a  useful introduction to the Ricardian controversy.
The  book  is built around a  selection  of  extracts  from primary and secondary
sources. The extracts are  there  to help the reader  ‘get  behind the  mythology and
gain an accurate picture of Richard III as he really was’. Each selection is
prefaced by an introductory survey of the  events and issues to which they relate.
The primary source  extracts  are  given  in modern English which may be fine for
the general reader, butI suspect students and historians would prefer the original
fifteenth century language.

The opening chapter, ‘The  Enigma of Richard  III’, adequately sets the scene
for the more thematic approach of succeeding chapters. It provides a good
account of the primary sources  that  are available such as the Chancery patent
rolls, Harleian manuscript 433 and the York civic records, as well as the
contemporary histories of Mancini and the  Crowland Chronicle.  There is also a
brief historiography of the Ricardian controversy via Buck, Walpole, Gairdner
and Markham and on to the  19805  with Potter and  Seward,  together with
relevant extracts from  these  authors. The documents are ably put into their
historical  context  and guidance is  given  on the handling of possible bias.

It is gratifying to  note  that  the Society is mentioned in the opening chapter
and  that  its contribution to late fifteenth century studies is acknowledged. The
Ricardian  is also praised as  a  respected academic journal.

The remaining 100  pages  of the  book  contain the five chapters that examine
various aspects of Richard’s life and reign, such as his character, his progress
through the north of England, his patronage, his protectorship and of course the
fate of the princes. In his introductions Keith Dockray adopts a balanced
approach to the evidence and on the whole he is successful in  this.  It is always
difficult to give brief accounts of the controversial issues in Richard’s  life  and
reign, particularly when the evidence we have does not lend support to definite
conclusions. Sometimes  subjective  judgements have to be made and others will
disagree with the conclusion or emphasis.  This  book  is no exception and there are
places where Keith Dockray in my View  waivers in his balanced approach.

There  is an over reliance on Thomas Moore as a credible source, indeed it is
suggested  that  Moore’s  basic story line is not only plausible but also convincing.
This is too definite a statement for an introduction to the controversy where the
aim is for the readers to make their own judgement from the primary evidence.
There  should be more emphasis on the  View  that  Moore’s  Richard III was rather
more literature than history, and  that  it contains many factual inaccuracies and
caricature  excesses.  Similar credibility seems to be given to John Rous, who is
cited as evidence for Richard’s alleged murder of the princes.  Keith  Dockray
suggests that Rous should not be dismissed as a source  —  this is true, but equally
it needs to be stated more strongly that Rous was  something of  a  timeservcr and
was wholly uncritical in his approach.

The chapter  ‘The  Political  Legacy of Edward  IV’, which covers the April/
May period of  1483  repeats the long held view  that  hostility between Richard and
the Woodvilles  was‘ well established by this time. Recent research, particularly by
Rosemary Horrox, suggests that this View  is no longer valid and  that, to the
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contrary, there was co-operation between the two in the years prior to 1483.
There is a chapter sub-titled ‘Coronation of Richard  III’ which makes no

mention of the definitive work on the subject by P. W. Hammond and Anne F.
Sutton.  This  is surprising and will hopefully be rectified in future editions.

The above criticisms should not detract from the usefulness of this book. It is
a  solid introduction to a difficult and complicated  subject  and will be particularly
beneficial to those seeking to use and study primary source material for the first
time. To have such a range of  extracts  from contemporary material in one
compact, reasonably priced book is a  good  idea.  I  suspect  that  this is a book more
for the general reader and students new to the period than established students
and historians. The book certainly fulfils its aim of  being ‘an informative and
valuable addition to the literature on Richard 111’.

JOHN  SAUNDERS

Corrections

Apologies are made for the following errors  that  appeared in ‘Croyland
Observations’ by H. A. Kelly, The  Ricardian, Volume  8, No.  108, March  1990:—
p.335, line 13 from  bottom  of page: tha should read  that
p.337, line  3  of quotation:  faci  should read  facti
p.341, last  line: of should read or.
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RICHARD  III AND  YORKIST HISTORY TRUST

 

THE  HOURS  OF  RICHARD  III

ANNE F. SUTTON and  LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS

The  book  of hours which Richard III chose to use as King. It is unusual for
the quantity of prayers it contains, and unique because Richard made his
own additions to it, including a long, moving prayer for comfort and a
private crusading litany.

The illumination and  text  are described, with  a detailed analysis of  both
Richard’s prayer and litany. Richard’s piety is discussed in relation to his
book  of hours, his career and reputation.

133 pages.  Illustrated:  4  colour, 27 black and white

Special price  to  Members  of the Richard III Society,  £14,  including p.&p.
from Miss A. Smith, 14 Lincoln Rd., Guildford, Surrey GU2 6TJ. Cheques
to be payable to Richard III Society.

£25, including p.&p. to  Non-Members, from Alan Sutton Publishing Ltd.,
Phoenix Mill, Far Thrupp, Stroud, Glos. GL5 2BU. Cheques to be payable
to Alan  Sutton Publishing Limited.
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Livia  Visser-Fuchs  is working oh the literary background and propaganda of
Anglo-Burgundian relations of the Yorkist period.

Isolde Wigram.  Honorary Secretary of the Richard III Society from  1956  to
8.

Joanna  Williams  completed her MA  thesis, ‘The  Stanleys of Lathom and
Knowsley, c.1450-1504:  a  Political  Study’, at Manchester University in 1979.
Now  a  lecturer there in the Department of Extra-Mural Studies.
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Contributions  to the  Ricardian

These  are welcomed on any subject relevant  to the aims of the Society.  These  may be
illustrated  by photographs (glossy prints  showing good  contrast) or by line  drawings. All
contributions, including letters, must be  typewritten, with double spacing and adequate
margins, on one  side  of the  paper  only.  Permission must  be obtained for the use of
copyright  material, but  this  is not  usually necessary for  short quotes.  References and
footnotes must  be given in one  sequence  at the end of the  article. Details  need not be  given
in  full  for second and  subsequent  references to the same  source. They must  take  the form
of the  following examples:
R. Horrox and P. W.  Hammond  (eds.), British Library Manuscript  433 (4  vols.
Upminster and  London  1979-83),  vol.  I,  pp.45-6.
Daniel Williams, The  hastily drawn up will  of  William  Catesby Esquire, 25  August  1485,
Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical Society Transactions,  vol.  5]  (1975-6),  p.48.

Anyone  interested in taking display advertisement space—full,  half  or  quarter
page—or in  placing an insert  should  contact  the Editor. (Classified advertisements  should
be sent to the Editor of the  Bulletin). -

Contributions for the  September  1990  Ricardian  must  reach  Miss Anne  Sutton,  17
Enfield  Cloisters, Fanshaw  Street, London  N1  6LD, by June  30. Articles  should  be  sent
well  in advance. Further  advice  on  presentation  may be  obtained  from the Editor.

Ricardian Indexes
Comprehensive author and subject indexes to articles, notes and reviews in
all 1ssues of The  Ricardian.

1979-1984, volume  V  and VI £1
1985-1987, volume VII £1.25

Prices include postage and packing. Cheques payable to the Richard III
Society. From: Miss A. E. Smith, 14 Lincoln  Road, Guildford, Surrey
GU2 6TJ.
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